
Somfy Tilt & Lift – Factory Reset  
 

Please Note: If you have ordered multiple motorised blinds, it is important that you only wake one 
blind at a time in order to set up each blind individually.   
  

Resetting the Motor:  
Press and hold the programming button on the motor for approx. 12 seconds until the blind 
jogs x3 times   

 
Pairing the Remote:  
Using your remote (If you have a multi channel remote please ensure you are on the correct 
channel first), Press the Up and Down buttons together until the blind jogs once 
  
Checking the Direction:  
Test the direction making sure Up is Up, Down is Down, if this is correct please move on to 
Setting the Limits, if this is incorrect:  

a. Press and Hold the MY button until the blind jogs once. The direction will 
now be reversed.   
 

Setting the Limits  
To begin setting the limits:  
 

1. Press and Hold the Up button to the blind reaches the desired position. This can be adjusted 
by using the up/down buttons  

2. In order to memorise the Upper limit, Press the MY and Down buttons together. The blind 
will begin travelling downwards to set the lower limit  

3. Press the MY button to stop the blind at the desired lower position. This can be adjusted by 
using the up/down buttons  

4. In order to memorise the Lower limit, Press the MY and Up buttons together. The blind will 
travel to the Upper limit again  

5. To confirm, Press and Hold the MY button until the blind jogs once. The limits should now be 
set.  

 
You now need to exit programming mode. 

  
Exiting Programming Mode   
 
To exit Programming Mode, Briefly press and release the programming button on the back of your 
remote. The blind should jog once to confirm.   

  
Set Up is now complete.  
 


